Entertainment

School

Children have always gone through difficult times during war.
In World War 2, not only English children were victims of the war. German
children were used as child soldiers to fight for Hitler.
English children had their schools destroyed, were forced to leave the
homes, got less food and toys.
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Living Conditions
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Food
Food rationing
was introduced
by the
government to
equally share
the limited
supplies
available, so that
everyone would
receive the same
amount of the
basic foods.

•Homes
•Windows also
had sticky tape, to
prevent the glass
shattering from an
explosion.
•Houses also had
curtains to cover
their windows.
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•Shelters
•Children and
women often
grew vegetables
on the roofs of
air raid shelters.
You had to run to
a shelter when
the siren was
heard. Food was
scarce so families
grew more food.

•
•
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•Black Out
•By turning off
the lights, the
black out was
designed to stop
the German
bombers from
seeing their
target in the
blackout.

•Entertainment
•Children did not
usually play on the
streets because it
was unsafe, due to
the bombing.
•Every night,
children from local
families would
gather in a house to
sing and dance
along to music
played with
instruments.
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•Salvaging
•Children were
encouraged to
discard old metal
toys to the army
so it can be made
into weapons.
•Sometimes boys
would bring
pieces of wrecked
German planes to
the metal tips.

•Games
•Children are playing
marbles with Easter
Eggs.
•Children did not
have much toys.
•Children played
simple games with
whatever they could
find.
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•Holidays
•Children are
riding donkeys on
a beach as part
of their day trip
holidays.
•Many beaches
were closed so
the few open
beaches were
often crowded.

•Lessons & Uniforms
•Classes were set up
in nearly every
available building, the
usual subjects except
sport were taught
along with farming
and textiles.
•Schools did not worry
about uniforms during
the war, because
clothing was rationed
along with other
items.
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•School Meals
•The government
wanted students to
be healthy during
the war.
•Schools usually
grew their own
vegetables and made
school lunches and
dinners.
•Children also
received milk with
their meal, which
would be free to the
poorest children.

•Evacuation
•Children were sent
from the city to the
country side to
escape the
bombings, some
schools were also
moved.
•Many children
became unhappy in
foster care because
they missed their
parents.
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•Gas Masks
•Te children are
wearing gas
masks to protect
themselves from
gas attacks that
never happened.
•Teachers taught
the children how
to put on the
masks and what
to do in an
emergency.
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• Children had to fear for their lives at a very
young age.
• Children were forced by the war to flee
their homes.
• Children only received minimal food and
toys.
• Children did not get as much education as
they should have been.
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Some of the Affects on English in
World War 2.
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